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RiverHouse Publishing, LLC. Paperback. Book Condition: New. Paperback. 298 pages. Dimensions:
7.9in. x 4.9in. x 0.8in.As a child Tina Tee Long dreamed of having it all and as one of Memphis most
sought after event planners she appears to have achieved it. Even though creating breathtaking
events and rubbing elbows with the social elite seems fulfilling, theres one thing missing from her
fairy tale lifeher prince charming. After a string of failed, faith-challenging relationships this
woman of God refuses to give up on meeting the man of her dreams. Tee knows in her heart that
God will answer her prayers--SOMEDAY. Until then, she tries to remain prayerful and content by
occupying her time with work, her sisters drama-filled marriage, counseling wayward youth and
her hilarious girlfriends. When Tee is introduced to an incredibly handsome, retired NFL player
named Michael Stokes, it seems that someday has finally arrived. Theres one problem. Hes been
marked for death. Michael Stokes thought life was over after a knee injury claimed his career as a
NFL superstar. He realized just how wrong he was after dedicating his life to Christ and beginning
on a wonderful new path as a motivational speaker and book author. He...
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Absolutely among the finest publication I actually have actually go through. It really is rally fascinating throgh reading time. I am easily could possibly get
a pleasure of looking at a composed ebook.
-- Pr of . Rick Rom a g uer a-- Pr of . Rick Rom a g uer a

This publication might be worthy of a read through, and superior to other. It normally is not going to charge excessive. Its been written in an remarkably
simple way and is particularly just after i finished reading through this book through which in fact transformed me, alter the way i really believe.
-- Juston Mr a z-- Juston Mr a z
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